PRESS RELEASE

SSB APPREHENDED ONE HUMAN TRAFFICKERS AND RESCUED THREE GIRLS

New Delhi, 4th August, 2016 - Border Interaction Team of Sashastra Seema Bal arrested one Human Trafficker Kul Bahadur 46 yrs of district Dang, Nepal at Rupediha of Bahraich district, Uttar Pradesh on Indo-Nepal border and rescued three girls aged between 17-18 years on 3rd August 2016 at around 1600 hrs.

Rescued girls are from Lukum gabisa village of Rukum district Nepal. The Team Leader of SSB border interaction team ASI Subhash Chand spotted them at Rupediha while they were entering in the India. On interaction with the girls, the team swung in action and arrested the Trafficker. Later rescued girls were handed over to NGO MAITI of Nepal and the Trafficker to Rupediha Police.

It is known that SSB has formed a special border interaction teams on border to interact and facilitate the people. They are trained in Soft Skill of interaction. SSB has deployed such teams on 16 places on all along Indo-Nepal border. The border interaction teams are very successful in maintaining cordial relations with the general people visiting India and also in nabbing the criminals and human traffickers. Many cases of rescuing women, girls and children from human traffickers are in their credit.
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